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Fig. 1. (Center) Microscope image of a structurally colorized surface with the corresponding nanostructures of the fore- and background depicted le� and

right of it. (Top) The cross-sectional profiles of both transparent structures were designed with our method using full electromagnetic simulation. (Bo�om)

Micrographs of the fabricated nanostructures with a length scale of 5 µm across the image diagonal.

Additive manufacturing has recently seen drastic improvements in reso-

lution, making it now possible to fabricate features at scales of hundreds

or even dozens of nanometers, which previously required very expensive

lithographic methods. As a result, additive manufacturing now seems poised

for optical applications, including those relevant to computer graphics, such

as material design, as well as display and imaging applications.

In this work, we explore the use of additive manufacturing for generating

structural colors, where the structures are designed using a fabrication-aware

optimization process. This requires a combination of full-wave simulation, a

feasible parameterization of the design space, and a tailored optimization

procedure. Many of these components should be re-usable for the design of

other optical structures at this scale.

We show initial results ofmaterial samples fabricated based on our designs.

While these su�er from the prototype character of state-of-the-art fabrication

hardware, we believe they clearly demonstrate the potential of additive

nanofabrication for structural colors and other graphics applications.
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1 INTRODUCTION

In contrast to pigment-based colors – where spectral components

of incident light are absorbed by the pigment material – structural

colorization arises from the interaction of light with micro- and na-

nostructures. Variations of the refractive index at the length scale of

the light’s wavelength cause interference e�ects that lead to fascina-

ting optical e�ects such as iridescence. Designing such colorization

is challenging, however, since the wave nature of light has to be ta-

ken into account when simulating its interplay with nanostructures.

Furthermore, realizing such structures requires elaborate methods

from nanofabrication. Owning to these complications, linking com-

putational methods and advanced manufacturing is essential for

exploring structural colorization, but so far has received little atten-

tion from the scienti�c community, compared to recent progress in

designing structures for elastic, auxetic, translucent, or re�ective

materials [Bermano et al. 2017; Hullin et al. 2013].

In recent years, an advanced additive manufacturing technology

has reached commercial maturity, which permits the fabrication of

sub-micrometer structures. Multiphoton lithography – also known
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Fig. 2. Comparison between one- and two-photon fluorescence. Only at

the very center of the two-photon focus region (right), the light intensity

is su�iciently high to initiate material polymerization, which enables the

fabrication of free-form sub-micrometer structures. Image by Steve Ruzin

and Holly Aaron, UC Berkeley.

as direct laser writing (DLW) – acts similar to stereolithography

(SLA) by using light to solidify a liquid photo-polymer. However,

in contrast to SLA, it moves a small focus region along arbitrary

three-dimensional paths through the photoresist as shown in Fi-

gure 2 (right). Only inside the focus spot, light intensity is high

enough to enable the absorption of two photons in rapid succession

whose combined energy surpass the polymerization threshold for

material solidi�cation. Although more complex than traditional 3D

printing, this method still retains many of its convenient aspects,

above all its suitability for fabricating shapes with complex geo-

metries. The cost of a DLW setup is in the same range as modern

multi-material 3D printers and at least an order of magnitude lower

than for conventional lithography devices in nanofabrication. Poten-

tial applications of this technology lie in cell biology, micro�uidics,

general micromachinery, and – of special interest to us – optics.

In this paper, we present a computational design tool for the

creation of transparent nanostructures with feature sizes in the

range of 100s of nm that realize simple colorization of light trans-

mitted through them. The system is built around a full electromag-

netic simulation of light in order to faithfully capture wave- and

polarization-dependent e�ects that approximations to light trans-

port cannot handle. We take fabrication constraints of multiphoton

lithography into account to ensure the feasibility of fabricating the

designs. In summary, we present the following contributions:

• A formulation of the aforementioned design system as a non-

linear optimization framework exploiting the Helmholtz reci-

procity (Section 4).

• A parameterization of nanostructures tailored to the fabrica-

tion constraints of DLW (Section 4.2).

• An adaptation of the electromagnetic �nite-di�erence time-

domain (FDTD) simulation method to our setting, which in-

cludes gradient computations via the adjoint state method

and a novel memory-e�cient signal reconstruction method

(Section 5).

• A graph-based method for structural reinforcement to ensure

the mechanical stability of the design (Section 6.1).

After a description of our fabrication process using DLW (Section 6),

we demonstrate the capabilities of our design system in a number

of optimization results as well as fabricated samples (Section 7).

2 RELATED WORK

2.1 Appearance Design for Fabrication

There has been a considerable amount of work for computationally

designing and reproducing objects and materials with desired visual

properties in computer graphics and beyond [Hullin et al. 2013].

Approaches for reproducing bidirectional re�ectance distribution

functions (BRDFs) based on a spatial combination of inks [Matusik

et al. 2009], surface structures signi�cantly larger than the wave-

length of light [Lan et al. 2013; Weyrich et al. 2009], or custom

orientation of magnetic �akes in ultraviolet (UV)-curable resin [Pe-

reira et al. 2017] have been proposed. Simulating a grid of binary

steps with height di�erence ≈ 100 nm by using wave optics, Le-

vin et al. [2013] fabricated surface patterns with a monochrome

re�ectance behavior dependent on the incident light direction. For

reproducing color and texture with 3D printers, methods for spatial

dithering [Brunton et al. 2015] and optimization of discrete voxel

distributions [Babaei et al. 2017; Elek et al. 2017] have been investiga-

ted. Inverse problems also have been targeted for fabricating desired

subsurface scattering e�ects from a �xed set of translucent materi-

als [Dong et al. 2010; Hašan et al. 2010] or mixtures of inks [Papas

et al. 2013].

2.2 Structural Color

Comparison. In comparison to pigment-based colors, structural

colors have various bene�ts: they enable more vivid colorizations

and – as long as their structure is intact – they do not fade over time.

Furthermore, they do not need a wide range of potentially toxic pig-

ments but can be fabricated out of a single inert substance [Aguirre

et al. 2010]. Of special interest for computer graphics is also their

ability to enable exotic colorization e�ect, such as iridescence, or

strain-dependent color variations [Burgess et al. 2013]. This comes

at the cost of increased design and fabrication complexity: while

conventional colors can be achieved through comparably simple

and intuitive pigment mixtures, wave-optical simulations and na-

nofabrication are required to create structural colorizations. In this

work, we want to argue, however, that these complications are miti-

gated by recent technological advances creating new avenues for

computer graphics research.

Natural Occurrence. Many brilliant colors in nature do not arise

due to light-absorbing pigmentations but due to interference e�ects

caused by nanostructures [Kinoshita et al. 2008]. A wide variety of

structures, which serve basic functions such as camou�age [Wickler

1965] or courtship [Schultz and Fincke 2009], can be observed both

in �ora and fauna, such as layered structures, 3D photonic crystals,

and surface structures [Vukusic and Sambles 2003].

Rendering. The appearance of some common objects, for example

made out of metal or plastic, is in�uenced by di�raction of light

re�ecting o� microscopic surface details. Being fundamentally a

wave-optical phenomenon, e�cient approaches have been develo-

ped for obtaining wave-optical shading models for rendering. These

methods usually assume a particular substructure, such as scrat-

ches [Werner et al. 2017], nanofacets [Holzschuch and Pacanowski

2017], or thin �lms [Belcour and Barla 2017]. To simulate general

structures, such as ours, tools from computational electromagnetics
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are needed, which can be categorized into integral solvers, such as

the boundary-element-based method of moments (MoM) [Gibson

2014], and di�erential solvers, such as the �nite element method

(FEM) [Jin 2014] and the �nite-di�erence time-domain (FDTD) met-

hod [Ta�ove and Hagness 2005]. We employ the latter owing to its

versatility and suitability for our setting.

Fabrication. Due to the potentially far-reaching applications of

structural colorization in �elds such as sensing [Pris et al. 2012],

security [Lee et al. 2013], apparel [Sato et al. 2009], and pigmenta-

tion replacement [Aguirre et al. 2010], its analysis and replication

has received considerable attention from the research community.

Generally, the physical e�ect that is responsible for the coloriza-

tion requires an adequate fabrication method. Deposition methods

are used for thin dielectric and metallic �lms for etalons [Park

et al. 2016], Fabry-Perot cavities [Yang et al. 2016], or thin-�lm

stacks [Song et al. 2017]. To obtain spatially-varying colorizations

or non-uniform structures, additional dry or wet etching is usually

required. The former allows the realization of top-coated pillars

for 100,000 DPI color images [Kumar et al. 2012] while the latter

was used to create sponge-like metallic structures for wear-resistant

structural colorization [Galinski et al. 2016]. We refer to recent sur-

veys for a comprehensive overview [England andAizenberg 2017; Fu

et al. 2016]. Since we emphasize ease of fabrication in this work, we

forgo such elaborate (often vacuum-dependent) fabrication methods

and utilize direct laser writing (DLW). While this poses restrictions

in terms of resolution and materials, it o�ers full freeform �exibility

and is not restricted to height�elds [Johansen et al. 2015].

Design. The common approach for creating suitable structures

for structural colorizations is either to replicate designs from na-

ture [Zyla et al. 2018] or to emphasize a certain physical e�ect [Ku-

mar et al. 2012]. In both cases, the structures usually have only a few

degrees of freedom and the corresponding (often continuous) para-

meter space can be e�ciently searched either by simulation [Vargo

2017] or fabrication [Kumar et al. 2012]. An alternative approach is to

parameterize very general structures with many degrees of freedom

and to employ some computational optimization to �nd suitable

parameters that realize a desired colorization. The most general

approach of topology optimization allows the treatment of complex

physical e�ects, e.g., band-gap design of photonic crystals [Yi and

Youn 2016] or – similar to our work – structural color [Andkjær

et al. 2013], but generally yield designs in the form of complex pat-

terns that are not easily amendable to fabrication. An introduction

to topology optimization for fabrication and a broad overview of

applications can be found in [Wu et al. 2017]. We employ an inter-

mediate approach, where we use a structure parameterization that

constrains the design space to a fabricable subspace. For structural

colorization, such a restriction was used for height �eld design [Jo-

hansen et al. 2014] and arrangements of rings that stay transparent

under omnidirectional illumination [Hsu et al. 2015]. However, both

works do not take realistic fabrication constraints into account.

2.3 Multiphoton Lithography

Although discovered in 1965 [Pao and Rentzepis 1965], it took many

decades of development for DLW to become practical. The ability

to generate free-form nanostructures has a wide �eld of application,

and in recent years, it has been applied to tissue engineering [Rai-

mondi et al. 2012], micromachinery and microrobotics [Medina-

Sánchez et al. 2015; Villangca et al. 2016], as well as the creation

of superstrong [Gu and Greer 2015] and resilient materials [Meza

et al. 2015]. In the �eld of structural color, simple photonic crystals

in the form of woodpile structures were created by Mizeikis [2014]

while Nawrot et al. [2013] created di�raction gratings from regular

pillar arrangements. Both approaches exhibit a limited design space

with two continuous degrees of freedom, which allow the creation

of a color palette. For a lesser degree, this also holds for the work of

Zyla et al. [2018], who replicate the thin-layer stacks of the Morpho

butter�y using DLW. To our knowledge, our work is the �rst that

addresses the inverse design of general freeform DLW-fabricable

nanostructures for structural colorization.

3 DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS

Our goal is to design transparent structures with features in the

100s of nanometer range that realize a desired colorization of trans-

mitted light. Given a well-speci�ed incident illumination, speci�c

colors should be observable when viewing these structures from a

macroscopic distance. However, it is not possible to realize arbitrary

spectral angular color distribution even with the most advanced

fabrication methods due to inherent physical constraints. In the fol-

lowing, we outline the main consequences of our choices regarding

fabrication and simulation methods.

Fabrication Considerations. The ease of use that comes with direct

laser writing (DLW) entails restrictions in terms of i) the achievable

resolution and ii) the available materials. While feature generation

down to 50 nm has been reported for experimental multiphoton

lithography setups [Emons et al. 2012], industrial solutions – such

as the one we are using – have minimal feature sizes several times

this size. Since structural colorization requires (sub-)wavelength-

sized structures, we need to operate the fabrication device at its

resolution limit. Thus, we parameterize our structures in a way that

directly corresponds to paths along which the liquid photoresist is

polymerized. In contrast, conventional additive manufacturing is

generally used to fabricate objects much larger than the paths or

layers of each process step.

Compatible photoresists for DLW are transparent non-metallic

materials with a refractive index of around 1.5. Together with the

refractive index of air at around 1.0, this generates a low contrast

structure when compared with other commonly used materials for

optical purposes, such as TiO2 with a refractive index of around 2.6.

As a consequence, we face a reduced design space when compared

with far more complex fabricationmethods, such as themetal-coated

posts with 50-150 nm diameter for the full color 100,000 DPI result of

Kumar et al. [2012]. However, we still obtain interesting colorization

in this challenging setting.

Simulation Considerations. Due to the freeform shape of our struc-

tures and their length scale on the same order as visible light, we

employ full electromagnetic FDTD simulations to determine their

in�uence on transmitted light (see Section 5.2 for details). The high

computational cost of such simulations requires us to reduce both
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the number of simulations as well as the per-simulation runtime

requirements to ensure a practical design system. Their number is

reduced by simulating all wavelengths, polarizations and incident

light directions simultaneously; only the outgoing light directions

have to be simulated independently (though they can run in pa-

rallel). Additionally, we apply two simpli�cations to our setting in

order to reduce the size of the region in which such a simulation

is required. On the one hand, we limit the control over the colo-

rization to one incident plane by assuming our structure consists

of a 2D pro�le that is extruded along the surface. This reduces the

polynomial complexity of the FDTD from fourth to third order in

the grid resolution. On the other hand, we assume that our structure

is periodically tiled across the surface and we deduce its large-scale

behavior by simulating a single period.

4 INVERSE STRUCTURE DESIGN

For a given colorization objective, our goal is to design a nanostruc-

ture that realizes this e�ect when light passes through it. In the

following sections, we describe the formulation of the objective as

well as our chosen parameterization of the structure. Subsequently,

we de�ne the optimization problem and its constraints.

4.1 Colorization Objective

The optical properties of a 2D nanostructure can be described by

its spectral bidirectional scattering distribution function (BSDF)

fs(θi,θ , λ), which relates the amount of light with wavelength λ

incoming from direction θi with the light of the same wavelength

outgoing to direction θ . Since we are interested in the colorization

of transmissive light, we focus on the transmittance part of the

BSDF, which is given by the spectral bidirectional transmittance

distribution function (BTDF) ft(θi,θ , λ). For a viewing direction θ ,

the observable light in terms of spectral radiance L(θ , λ) is given as

L(θ , λ) =
∫

H
ft(θi,θ , λ)Li(θi, λ) cos(θi) dθi, (1)

where radiance Li of all incoming light directions θi is accumulated.

The observable color c(θ ) can be directly obtained via a color

conversion of the associated radiant power spectrum ϕ(θ , λ) with
the help of standard color matching functions m, i.e.,

c(θ ) =
∫

m(λ)ϕ(θ , λ) dλ. (2)

The power spectrum constitutes an accumulation of spectral radian-

ces over the area and the opening angle of a (virtual) sensor – both

of which we assume to be small enough that the radiance can be

assumed constant.

A straightforward way to de�ne a design objective is to specify

a target BTDF f̆t(θ̆i, θ̆ , λ̆) for appropriate samplings θ̆i, θ̆ , and λ̆ of

its parameters. However, there are two issues with this immediate

approach: i)many of the possible target speci�cations are unphysical

and not attainable; and ii) the e�ects of nanostructures on di�erent

wavelengths is correlated in unintuitive ways. Thus, we specify

colorization objectives as observable color distributions c̆j (θ̆k ) for
a set of sampled view directions θ̆k . Each objective corresponds to

certain incident illumination settings as given by a spectral radiance

distribution Li, j (θi, λ). An example would be a cone of daylight

illumination with opening angle α , i.e.,

Li, j (θi, λ) = D65(λ) χ (|θi | ≤
α

2
),

with χ denoting the characteristic function and where the spectral

composition is given by the D65 CIE standard illuminant.

We de�ne the objective function φ as

φ(q) = 1

2

∑

Li, j

∑

θ̆k

 c̆(θ̆k ) − c(θ̆k ,Li, j , q)
2,

where we penalize deviation from the target colors c̆ over all chosen

outgoing directions θ̆k for all incident illuminations Li, j . The depen-

dency on the nanostructure geometry is explicitly stated using a

structure parameterization q. Details on utilized color spaces and

color di�erences are given in the supplemental material.

Later in Section 5.1.1, we will see that due to the periodic tiling of

the nanostructure, the BTDF has a very particular structure. Only

a �nite number of incoming and outgoing direction pairs has non-

zero transmittance and the integration of Equation (1) is actually

a sum over discrete incoming directions θi(θ , λ), which vary for

each outgoing direction θ and each wavelength λ. Thus, the BTDF

is actually a sum of directional delta distributions, whose formal

de�nition introduces considerable notational overhead. We avoid

this by simply using spectral transmittances τ (θi,θ , λ, q) to describe
the relationship between in- and outgoing radiance, i.e.,

L(θ , λ, q) = τ (θi,θ , λ, q)Li(θi, λ). (3)

Due to the Helmholtz reciprocity of optics, which constitutes a spe-

cial case of the general reciprocity in electromagnetism, the transmit-

tance is symmetric in the in- and outgoing angle, i.e., τ (θi,θ , λ, q) =
τ (θ ,θi, λ, q). This property will be essential for our simulation set-

ting, as we will conduct them in the reciprocal setting where we

inject light from the outgoing directions to compute the transmit-

tances. Consequently, we perform a separate simulation for each

outgoing direction θ̆k , each of which computes the spectral transmit-

tances τ
(
θi,m (θ̆k , λ), θ̆k , λ, q

)
between θ̆k and all its corresponding

incident directions θi,m (θ̆k , λ). Integrating the transmittances into

the objective function de�nition yields

φ(q) = 1

2

∑

Li, j

∑

θ̆k

 c̆(θ̆k ) −
∫

m(λ)

∑

m

τ
(
θi,m (θ̆k , λ), θ̆k , λ, q

)
Li, j

(
θi,m (θ̆k , λ), λ

)
dλ


2

,

(4)

wherem indexes the transmitted incident directions θi,m .

There is much to be said about the nature of the discrete incident

directions, which can be explained by di�raction grating theory. In

the same sense, the aforementioned transmittances are actually the

di�raction e�ciencies of these directions. For the sake of clarity

as well as brevity, we omit these details here and we point the

interested reader to the supplemental material.

4.2 Structure Parameterization

The main approaches for designing optimal material distributions

can be divided into two major categories depending on how they

represent the material: i) as a spatial distribution where each loca-

tion is assigned local material properties, i.e., topology optimization;
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Fig. 3. Unit cell setup. A laterally tiled unit cell of length L and height H –

located above the substrate illustrated in blue – contains an arrangement of

fundamental elements, which constitute the optically active nanostructure,

shown in gray. Each element represents the smallest region of material

deposition – referred to as focus – with the shape of an ellipsoid of lateral

diameter wQ and height hQ . The permi�ivities ϵ of air, substrate, and

structure are assigned to these regions and the background. For fabrication,

this 2D profile is extruded along the out-of-plane z-direction.

and ii) as the boundary between regions of di�erent materials, i.e.,

shape optimization. While the former e�ortlessly handles arbitrary

structures only limited by the resolution of the spatial discretiza-

tion, it generally assumes a continuous range of material properties.

Our two-material setting violates this assumption and some form

of binarization methodology would be required [Wu et al. 2017].

Furthermore, it is cumbersome to adapt our fabrication limitations

(e.g., minimal feature size) to this setting. Thus, we employ shape

optimization by considering the boundary between the structure

material and the surrounding air and the glass substrate, all of which

have uniform properties over their respective regions. Using general

boundary descriptions such as level sets has the same drawback re-

garding fabrication limitations, however, and we choose to directly

enforce these limitations by our shape representation.

We de�ne our nanostructures as spatial arrangements of atomic

elements. Each element represents the smallest feature that can be

generated by our fabrication method; for multiphoton lithography,

these features are de�ned by the focus region where the light in-

tensity is high enough to initiate resist solidi�cation. The shape of

the focus region is well approximated by an axis-aligned ellipsoid

and its dimensions have been investigated experimentally [Guney

and Fedder 2016]. The size of the focus is mainly in�uenced by the

local dose that is absorbed by the resist. The dose is a function of

laser power and laser scan speed, i.e., the brightness and velocity

with which an illuminated focus is moved through the resist. Since

we keep both parameters �xed during the exposure of a structure,

we can assume that the focus ellipsoid has constant size. Thus, we

de�ne the 2D pro�le of a nanostructure as a set Q of elliptic fo-

cus regions Q – or short foci – that are parameterized by the 2D

location q of their centers as illustrated in Figure 3.

To simulate the optical behavior of a structure, it is necessary

to know the local material parameters throughout the simulation

domain. For our purposes, it is su�cient to consider the local per-

mittivity ϵ(x), which can be obtained from the foci Q as

ϵ(x) =



ϵsubstrate if y < 0

ϵstructure if y > 0 and ∃Q ∈ Q with x ∈ Q

ϵair otherwise

(5)

where x ∈ Q checks if x = (x ,y) is located inside the focus Q with

center q = (xq ,yq ), i.e.,
(
x − xq

wQ

)2
+

(
y − yq

hQ

)2
≤ 1

4

with the constant lateral and vertical focus diameterswQ and hQ .

We assume that the substrate extends into the lower half space with

its surface located at the origin and parallel to the x-axis.

4.3 Constraints

To ensure that all foci are positioned inside the unit cell, we require

that the topmost point of each focus lies between the substrate

surface – which is positioned at the origin – and the height of the

unit cell above the surface, i.e.,

0 ≤ yq +
hQ

2
≤ H .

Foci are allowed to penetrate the substrate to ensure su�cient

adhesion of the structure to the substrate. Note that we do not

constrain the x-components of the foci since we assume periodic

boundary conditions. As a shorthand, we denote this constraint as

−hQ /2 ≤ yQ ≤ H − hQ /2 when applied to each individual focus of

a set Q of foci.

4.4 Structure Optimization

We formulate the task of �nding a structure Q∗ that realize a user-
speci�ed colorization objective φ as an optimization problem, i.e.,

Q∗
= argmin

Q
φ(Q), s.t. −

hQ

2
≤ yQ ≤ H −

hQ

2
(6)

which describes a non-linear non-convex bound-constrained pro-

blem. Due to the non-convexity, it is hard to obtain a globally optimal

solution and we rely on two proven techniques to obtain good ap-

proximate solutions: we i) precompute a dictionary of exemplary

structures, which we use to warm-start the search; and ii) we uti-

lize local gradient information to greatly improve the convergence

rate to a (local) optimum. Both techniques are essential in our set-

ting, because it is infeasible to rely on random search or arbitrary

initializations.

4.4.1 Exemplar Generation. Due to the presence of local minima,

it is generally not possible to reach a satisfactory local optimum

from every starting con�guration. As a remedy, we generate a set E
of exemplary structures and precompute their transmittances. Given

a colorization objective φ, we can evaluate it for each exemplar wit-

hout any further simulations by directly using Equation (4). The full

optimization is performed only for the most promising candidates

of E, i.e., those with the smallest objective value.

We generate the exemplars in E using random sampling. In order

to generate structures with varying focus numbers and densities,

we �rst randomly choose a number of foci for each exemplar. For
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this, we specify a range of sensible focus counts in the order of

10 to a few dozens. We employ rejection sampling to obtain the

actual structure, i.e., we randomly place the foci in the unit cell

and accept the arrangement only if the foci have su�cient pairwise

overlap (or su�cient overlap with the substrate). This prevents free-

�oating foci to be considered as exemplars, since these would not be

fabricable. We found that requiring an overlap of at least 30% of the

focus diameter is a good compromise between sampling e�ciency

and structural stability. This process is repeated until the desired

number of exemplars has been generated.

4.4.2 Gradient Direction. The gradient of the objective function

φ (see Equation (4)) with respect to a focus center q is given by

dφ

dq
=

∑

Li, j

∑

θ̆k

(
c̆ − c

)⊺
∫

λ
m

∑

m

Li, j
dτ

dq
dλ.

By computing the sensitivity of all transmittances τ with regard to

focus movements, we are thus able to determine a focus translation

that locally improves the colorization. Performing this computation

for all foci, we obtain with dφ/dQ the gradient direction for the

optimization problem and we use the limited-memory version of

the BFGS algorithm with bound constraints (L-BFGS-B) [Byrd et al.

1995] to solve Equation (6).

5 LIGHT SIMULATION

In this section, we describe how the two central quantities of our

approach – the spectral transmittances τ (θi,θ , λ, q) and their gra-

dient dτ
dq

with respect to each focus center q – are computed. For

clarity of presentation, all technical details – including our technical

contributions – are restricted to this section; it can be skipped if

only an overview of our method is of interest.

In the following, our electromagnetic simulation framework is

introduced, which includes the adaption of our setting to a FDTD

simulation. Next, we describe our handling of polarizations, poly-

chromatic sources, and a novel spectral reconstruction method to

reduce otherwise impractical memory requirements. Finally, the

transmittance gradient is computed with the help of the adjoint state

method, where we take care to avoid ill-de�ned gradients that arise

at the boundaries between regions of di�erent permittivity.

5.1 Physical Model

Since we design structures with features sizes that are comparable

to the wavelength of visible light (i.e., 0.4-0.7 µm), several assumpti-

ons that are commonly employed for light simulations in the �eld

of computer graphics are invalidated. Conventional ray optics can-

not simulate the wave behavior of light; even a scalar wave optics

approximation cannot capture polarization-dependent e�ects of

wavelength-sized structures [Saleh and Teich 2001, chapter 5.4B].

Thus, we employ the full electromagnetic description of light for

our simulation, which is given by the Maxwell equations

∇ × E(x, t) = −µ0
∂H(x, t)
∂t

−JH (x, t)

∇ ×H(x, t) = ϵ(x) ∂E(x, t)
∂t

+JE (x, t),
(7)

where the electric and magnetic �eld E and H are generated by

electric and magnetic current sources JE and JH – all of which

potentially vary in space x and time t . Due to the comparably low

light intensities of everyday viewing conditions, materials respond

linearly to the �elds (i.e., D = ϵE and H = µ−1B). Since our

setting only consists of dielectric materials (see Equation (5)), we

characterize them as lossless (i.e., σ = 0) and non-magnetic (i.e.,

µ = µ0). Furthermore, we neglect dispersive e�ects because the

refractive indices of our materials vary by not more than 1% over

the visible spectrum [Digaum 2016, 3.2].

For our extruded structures, it is su�cient to simulate the optical

behavior of their cross-sectional pro�les. In such a 2D setting (i.e.,

∂·/∂z = 0), Equation (7) decouples into two independent parts:

• An out-of-plane Ez component with Ex = Ey = Hz = 0.

Referred to as S (orthogonal, German: senkrecht) or TE (trans-

verse electric) polarization.

• An out-of-plane Hz component with Hx = Hy = Ez = 0.

Referred to as P (parallel) or TM (transverse magnetic) pola-

rization.

Note that there exists a di�erent nomenclature for polarizations

that has ‘TE’ and ‘TM’ interchanged since it assumes a waveguide’s

orientation to be along the z-axis, which alters the meaning of

‘transverse’. We do not use this alternative de�nition.

Both polarization settings can be simulated side by side in the

same simulation because they act independently of each other. Aver-

aging the results of both yields a nanostructure’s optical behavior

under unpolarized incident illumination.

As a consequence of linear material responses, the superposition

principle holds for Equation (7) and we can regard �elds E andH

as sums of monochrome single-frequency components. For such a

component with frequency f , the Maxwell equations are given as

∇ × E(x, f ) = −iωµ0H(x, f ) − JH (x, f )
∇ × H(x, f ) = iωϵ(x)E(x, f ) + JE (x, f ),

(8)

with complex phasor quantities E,H, JE , and JH . Encoding both local

amplitude and phase, a phasor is given asE(x, t) = ℜ
(
E(x, f )e−iωt

)

with ω = 2π f . We exploit this fact by simulating only those fre-

quencies that are needed for accurate color prediction.

5.1.1 Far Field. In source-free regions with constant permittivity

(i.e., JE = JH = ∂ϵ/∂x = 0), the Maxwell equations simplify to a

wave equation, for which analytic solutions exist. As a consequence,

we only need to simulate the full form of Equation (8) in the vicinity

of the nanostructure. To obtain the �elds at a far-away observer

location – with only air in between –, we employ a near-to-far-

�eld transform (NTFFT), which amounts to a spatial inverse Fourier

transform F −1 of the near-�eld quantities Ez and Hz , i.e.,

Ez,�(kx , f ) =
eikρ
√
ρ
γky

(
F −1Ez (·, f )

) (
kx

2π

)

Hz,�(kx , f ) =
eikρ
√
ρ
γky

(
F −1Hz (·, f )

) (
kx

2π

)
,

(9)

where kx = 2π (m/L + sin(θi)/λ) is the x-component of the wave

vector associated with incident light direction θi. Herem ∈ Z in-

dexes the permissible discrete outgoing directions; as described in

the supplemental material,m coincides with the di�raction orders
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of a grating with period L. The wavenumber k = 2π/λ determines

the length of the wave vector and we get ky =

√
k2 − k2x , which is

real for ⌈
−L

λ

(
1 + sin (θi)

)⌉
≤ m ≤

⌊
L

λ

(
1 − sin (θi)

) ⌋
(10)

Otherwise, ky is imaginary and waves propagating into the cor-

responding outgoing directions θ = arcsin(kx /λ) are evanescent

and decay exponentially in the y-direction. We ignore these directi-

ons and perform a normalization to ensure that the total near-�eld

energy is transmitted into the non-evanescent directions. See the

next Section 5.1.2 for details.

Several quantities, such as λ andk – as well as ϵ and µ – depend on

thematerial that is present in the far �eld, which is air in the standard

setting and a glass substrate in the reciprocal setting. The observer

distance is given by ρ and γ = 2
√

i
8πk

. Note that arguments Ez

and Hz of the NTFFT are de�ned on a plane below or above the

structure and are tiled in the lateral directions to conform to the unit-

cell tiling as shown in Figure 3. This e�ectively turns the Fourier

transform into a Fourier series and permits us to directly use the

discrete Fourier transform (DFT) when implementing the NTFFT.

5.1.2 Intensity. Given the �elds Ez,� and Hz,� in the far �eld,

we can compute the associated transmittance τ by computing the

intensity (or spectral irradiance) of the light propagating in this

direction. For general �elds, the local intensity I (x, t) at a given

time t is given as the magnitude of the Poynting vector S(x, t) =
E(x, t) × H(x, t). In frequency domain, we are interested in the

time-averaged intensity ⟨S⟩, i.e.,

I (x, f ) = ⟨S⟩(x, f ) = 1

2
ℜ

(
E(x, f ) × H(x, f )

)
.

For a �eld along an outgoing direction, it gives

I�(kx , f ) =
1

2η

��Ez,�(kx , f )
��2 or I�(kx , f ) =

η

2

��Hz,�(kx , f )
��2.

In order to ensure that the total intensity that is radiated into

the far �eld is found in the non-evanescent directions, we per-

form a normalization of the NTFFT. The total far-�eld intensity

is given by I�, total(f ) =
∑
kx I�(kx , f ) where kx is summed over

non-evanescent orders according to Equation (10). The total inten-

sity Inf, total(f ) of the near �eld can be obtained by integrating the

Poynting vector over the near-�eld plane in a unit cell; see the

supplemental for details.

The normalized far-�eld intensity In� is given as

In�(kx , f ) = I�(kx , f )
Inf, total(f )
I�, total(f )

and it is used to compute the transmittance τ . The far-�eld distance

terms ρ in Equation (9) are canceled out due to the normalization.

In the reciprocal setting, where light propagates into the glass

substrate, we additionally have to account for the glass-air interface

at the bottom of the substrate. This is achieved by multiplying In�
with the appropriate Fresnel transmittance for S or P polarization.

Note that while kx stays constant across the interface, the wave-

length λ changes, which also alters k and ky . The resulting angular

deviation of the light beam matches Snell’s law of refraction.

5.2 FDTD Method

In the vicinity of a nanostructure, we simulate its interaction with in-

cident light using the �nite-di�erence time-domain (FDTD) method

– a proven technique for electromagnetic simulations. It discretizes

Ex

Ey

Ez

Hx

Hy

Hz

electric and magnetic �eld components onto

two spatially and temporally staggered grids

as shown on the right and it utilizes central

�nite di�erences to obtain spatial and tempo-

ral derivatives. The system is then evolved in

leapfrog fashion by advancing alternately the

electric or magnetic �elds by one time step

using the other �eld. In the following sections,

we �rst introduce the adaptation of the FDTD

method to our problem and subsequently discuss considerations

regarding the light source de�nition as well as a novel method to

reconstruct the output signal from a minimal amount of samples.

5.2.1 Adaptation. The most fundamental parameters for FDTD

are the spatial and temporal grid spacings ∆x and ∆t . A general

recommendation is to have at least 8 spatial samples for each wave-

length that occur [Oskooi et al. 2010]. Thus, we set

∆x =
λmin

8
=

λ0,min

8 nmax
and ∆t =

1

2

∆x

c

where λ0,min and nmax are the smallest vacuum wavelength and the

largest refractive index of our scene. We choose a Courant factor of

1/2 – well below the Courant–Friedrichs–Lewy (CFL) condition of

nmin/
√
2 = 1/

√
2 for our 2D setting – for added numerical stability.

As illustrated in Figure 4, the simulation domain Ω consists of the

aforementioned unit cell ΩU (see Figure 3) sandwiched between the

source and monitor regions ΩS as well as absorbing layers ΩPML

– all of which are isotropically sampled with spacing ∆x. The foci

arrangement of our structure is then discretized onto the resulting

grid inside the unit cell. We avoid discretization artifacts at the

boundaries between regions of di�erent permittivity by using the

subpixel smoothing technique by Farjadpour et al. [2006].

To realize the lateral tiling of the unit cell, periodic boundary

conditions are used in the x-direction. Since we assume source-less

regions of uniform permittivity above and below the nanostructure,

all light should ‘disappear’ at the boundaries in the y-direction.

This can be realized with perfectly matched layers (PMLs), which

constitute layers of an arti�cial absorbing material [Berenger 1994].

We employ the uniaxial variant [Ta�ove and Hagness 2005, ch. 7].

5.2.2 Source Definition. We inject light into our simulation by

specifying time-varying electric and/or magnetic source currents JE
or JH along planar surfaces above and below the unit cell (see

ΩS in Figure 4). These mimic linearly polarized plane waves that

pass through the source region. Since the superposition principle

holds in our setting, we spatially overlay currents of di�erent wave-

lengths and work with polychromatic sources. Here, we account for

FDTD-speci�c issues, such as numerical grid dispersion and PML

re�ections as described in the supplemental material. As explained

in Section 4.1, we operate in a reciprocal setting. Consequently, we

inject – during each forward simulation – light from an outgoing

direction which then propagates through the nanostructure into
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Fig. 4. Simulation Se�ing. The unit cell ΩU (see Figure 3) is sandwiched between the source regions ΩS and the absorbing layers ΩPML. The objective function φ

is computed by i) defining the (oblique) polychromatic plane wave sources; ii) performing the FDTD simulation and recording near fields Ez and/or Hz at the

monitor plane; iii) computing the far fields Ez,� and/or Hz,� to obtain the transmi�ances; and iv) performing a color conversion in a post-process. As given in

Equation (12), the derivative dφ/dϵ of the objective with respect to the permi�ivity distribution ϵ inside the unit cell is obtained by recording the electric

field E during the forward simulation and additional adjoint simulations. Each adjoint simulation consists of i) computing the adjoint source current JA
and/or JAH from the post-processing derivative dφ/dEz and/or dφ/dHz ; and ii) performing the FDTD simulation to record the adjoint field A inside the

unit cell.
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time steps

ℜ
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Fig. 5. Signal reconstruction. A�er transient e�ects have decayed, the signal

needs to be simulated for a su�icient number of time steps to permit decom-

position of the signal into its Nf -many frequency components. Instead of

having to record the signal during the whole time interval (gray shaded area),

our reconstruction method permits the accurate recovery of the frequency

components from only Nf -many time samples (vertical lines).

the far �eld below the structure; for each adjoint simulation, light

is injected from below (see Figure 4).

5.2.3 Intensity Interpolation. In order to compute the objective

function φ in the reciprocal setting, we require the knowledge of

the outgoing spectral radiance L(θ̆k , λ) for a set of outgoing di-

rections θ̆k along which we compute the colors (see Equation (4)).

However, due to the aforementioned numerical grid dispersion, it is

not possible to propagate all light frequencies in the same direction

when simulating them simultaneously in one FDTD run. We solve

this issue by interpolating the spectral radiances of the simulated

propagation directions. Details on our interpolation scheme can be

found in the supplemental material.

5.2.4 Signal Reconstruction. In order to record �elds with su�-

cient accuracy in and around the unit cell, we take two preliminary

measures: i) we wait a su�cient amount of time (i.e., 100 periods

of the smallest frequency) to ensure that transient behavior has

decayed; and ii) we interpolate the grid values of the magnetic �eld

– in case they are needed – at the electric grid locations as illustrated

at the beginning of Section 5.2.

We are free to record the time-varying complex �elds E(x, t)
and/or H(x, t) at any location x in the simulation domain. Since we

use polychromatic sources, these �elds are the superposition of the

Nf -many single-frequency components.

For the subsequent near-to-far-�eld transform (NTFFT), howe-

ver, we need to reconstruct the individual per-frequency phasor

quantities from these superposed �elds. Often some form of spectral

transform, such as the discrete Fourier transform (DFT) is utilized

for this purpose, where the characteristics of the recorded signal

(i.e., its temporal resolution and its recording time) determine the

resolution in the frequency domain. In our case, however, we know

exactly which frequency components are present in the signal, and

we can employ a more tailored approach. This avoids any spectral

leakage issues that would occur with DFTs – and their sparse vari-

ants – since their frequency components hardly ever coincide with

the exact components of our signals.

As described in Appendix A, we achieve a reconstruction from

only Nf -many samples of the time signal as shown in Figure 5.

Furthermore, we minimize the required simulation time by shrin-

king the signal recording time window as far as possible without

compromising the robustness of the reconstruction.

5.3 Gradient Computation

In order to improve the convergence rate of our optimization met-

hod, we compute the local gradient of the objective function φ with

respect to the parameterization of the structure, which is given by

the focus centers q. Utilizing Wirtinger calculus [Wirtinger 1927]

we can write the objective function’s dependency on the complex

near-�eld phasors E – situated on the monitor plane right below

the structure – as dφ =
(
∂φ
∂E

dE +
∂φ

∂E
dE

)
= 2ℜ

(
∂φ
∂E

dE
)
. The full
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gradient is given as

dφ

dq
= 2ℜ

(
post-processing derivative

︷︸︸︷
∂φ

∂E

∂E

∂ϵ︸︷︷︸
simulation derivative

parameterization derivative
︷︸︸︷
∂ϵ

∂q

)
(11)

where ∂ϵ/∂q describes how translations of the focus centers q in-

�uence their permittivity discretization ϵ on the FDTD grid (see

Section 5.2.1). ∂φ/∂E gives the sensitivity of the objective function

with respect to the near �eld; this includes the NTFFT and color

conversion and can be easily computed with automatic di�eren-

tiation [Rall 1981]. The simulation derivative ∂E/∂ϵ denotes the

sensitivity of the near �elds with regard to changes in the permitti-

vity distribution ϵ . Here, E acts as a placeholder for both electric and

magnetic �elds. In the remainder of this section, we show how to

e�ciently compute the full gradient, how to handle the permittivity

discontinuities at the structure boundaries, and how the paramete-

rization gradient is calculated.

5.3.1 Adjoint State Method. Generally, the explicit computation

of ∂E/∂ϵ is not feasible due to its vast size of (spatial grid points)2 ≅
109 matrix elements. By exploiting the fact that our optimization

problem is e�ectively constrained by the Maxwell equations, i.e.,

C =
(
−∇ × ∇ × +ω2µ0ϵ

)
E − iωµ0JE =ME − iωµ0JE = 0, we can

compute dφ/dqwith just a single additional simulation as illustrated

in Figure 4.

From the constraint derivative

dC
dϵ
=

∂C
∂E

∂E

∂ϵ
+

∂C
∂ϵ
=M ∂E

∂ϵ
+ ω2µ0E = 0

we get

∂φ

∂E

∂E

∂ϵ
= −ω2µ0

∂φ

∂E
M−1E !

= −ω2µ0A
⊺E, (12)

where we de�ne the solution A of M⊺A = (∂φ/∂E)⊺ as the adjoint

�eld, which gives the adjoint state method its name [Lions 1971].

Since di�erential operators with constant coe�cients – such asM –

are self-adjoint, we can obtain A with the same simulation method

as the forward problem, i.e.,

MA − iωµ0JA = 0 with JA(x, f ) =
1

iωµ0

(
∂φ

∂E

)⊺
(x, f ).

Since ∂φ/∂E is non-zero only at the plane where the near �eld is

recorded, the adjoint source current JA vanishes outside of this area.

5.3.2 Permi�ivity Discontinuity. By combining Equations (11)

and (12) we obtain the full gradient as

dφ

dq
= −2ω2µ0ℜ

(
A⊺E

∂ϵ

∂q

)
,

which is ill-de�ned, though. This stems from the fact that elec-

tromagnetic �elds are generally not continuous across boundaries

between regions with di�erent permittivities and this is exactly

where ∂ϵ/∂q has its support.

From the integral formulation of the Maxwell equations, one can

derive, however, that n×E and n · (ϵE) are continuous across such a

boundary with normal vector n. Based on this observation, Johnson

et al. [2002] developed an anisotropic smoothing scheme that yields

a well-de�ned gradient expression as a limit:

dφ

dq
= −2ω2µ0

∫
ℜ

(
A
⊺

∥E∥ (ϵstructure − ϵair)

+ ϵ2A
⊺

⊥E⊥

(
1

ϵair
− 1

ϵstructure

) )
dh

dq
δ
(
∂Q

)
dr

(13)

where the �elds E and A are decomposed into parts perpendicular

to the local boundary (i.e., ϵE⊥ = ϵ (E · n)n) and parallel to it (i.e.,

E∥ = E − E⊥), which are both continuous across the boundary.

dh/dq denotes the changes in local surface height with respect to

translations of the focus center q. These changes are accumulated

along the focus boundary ∂Q using a Dirac delta distribution δ .

5.3.3 Parameterization Gradient. Moving the center q of a fo-

cus Q causes a translation of the whole focus. The resulting

∂
(G

∪
Q
)

Q

∂̃Q

∂̃Q

change in surface height h around its perime-

ter is simply dh = nQ · dq where nQ denotes

the local surface normal of the focus ellipse.

Due to potential overlaps with the substrate

or other foci, there might be sections along

the focus perimeter ∂Q where a focus shift

does not result in a change of the local permit-

tivity as shown on the right. The movement

of a focus that lies completely inside the sub-

strate – to give an extreme example – should

not in�uence the objective function in any

way. Consequently, only those parts ∂̃Q of

a focus boundary ∂Q , which are in contact

with air, should be considered in Equation (13). Formally, we have

∂̃Q = ∂Q ∩ ∂(G ∪ Q), with the glass substrate G and the set of all

foci Q. This yields the �nal expression of the gradient

dφ

dq
= −2ω2µ0

∫

∂̃Q
ℜ

(
A
⊺

∥E∥ (ϵstructure − ϵair)

+ ϵ2A
⊺

⊥E⊥

(
1

ϵair
− 1

ϵstructure

) )
nQ dr .

6 FABRICATION

As a result of the optimization problem in Equation (6), we obtain

a nanostructure that realizes a given colorization objective. The

description of the structure already well-suited for our fabrication

method and only minor post-processing is required.

6.1 Structural Reinforcement

The focus movement during the design optimization could reduce

their pairwise overlap to a point where the structural integrity of

the design is compromised. As a result, insu�ciently overlapping

foci could separate from each other (or from the substrate) during

the actual fabrication. We avoid this by adding additional foci to

the design as a reinforcement – shown as gray regions outside the

focus ellipses in Figures 6 and 7.

As a �rst step, we generate a neighborhood graph between the

nearest neighbors. The vertices of the graph are both the foci and

the substrate; as a distance measure, we use the distance between
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the focus centers and their vertical distance from the substrate sur-

face. To identify the principal structure of our design, we compute

a minimum spanning tree on this graph. Along this tree, we add

reinforcement foci to anchor our structure onto the substrate and

to ensure su�cient structural stability. For this, we enforce a maxi-

mal spacing of 100 nm in the vertical and 40 nm in the horizontal

direction. As a result, we obtain a reinforced version of our design

with only minor changes in its shape.

Alternatively, we could have used such a dense focus arrangement

directly in the design optimization and enforce the maximal spacing

with additional constraints. Note that this would have no impact

on the simulations itself since the structure is discretized onto the

FDTD grid. However, this added complexity negatively impacts the

convergence rate of the optimization due to the non-linearity of the

new constraints. Thus, we forwent such an approach.

6.2 Blueprint Generation

The parameterization of our nanostructures in terms of focus centers

can be immediately translated into a fabrication blueprint. Each

center point is extruded as a line orthogonal to the pro�le and

parallel to the substrate. By choosing the length of the line to be the

width L of the unit cell, this extrusion generates a quadratic patch

of side length L on the surface. Larger areas of the substrate can be

colorized by tiling this patch across the surface. Spatially varying

colorizations are supported by altering the structures of the patches.

The commands of the blueprint are ordered in such a way that the

lines are generated bottom-up. This ensures that all lines are well

anchored onto the substrate; otherwise disconnected lines might

�oat away during the fabrication process due to di�usion or heat

convection in the resist. As an additional bene�t, this ordering also

moves the Piezo table – which controls the focus height – in only

one direction, which avoids any hysteresis e�ects that could occur

with ambidirectional Piezo motion.

If the same structure is tiled over a larger area, all lines with

the same height are written together. This further minimizes the

comparably slow Piezo table movement and maximizes the usage

of the fast lateral focus movements through mirror galvanometers.

This is possible for patches of up to 50 µm × 50 µm beyond which

vignetting and distortion e�ects appear. To move the focus beyond

that region, the motorized stage is used and after each of its use, the

device is instructed to calibrate the focus height with respect to the

substrate interface again.

6.3 Realization

As fabrication method, we employ multiphoton lithography. It uses

a two-photon polymerization process to selectively solidify a UV-

curable negative-tone photoresist. This is achieved with a near-

infrared ultra-short-pulsed laser that produces high light intensities

in a small focus region. Only in this region, the photon density is

high enough to make it possible that two of them are absorbed

in short succession, i.e., the second photon is absorbed before the

excitation of the �rst absorption is decayed. The energies of this

two photons accumulate and pass the polymerization threshold

which usually requires UV light. We use the commercially available

Photonic Professional GT by Nanoscribe GmbH as fabrication device.

In our case, it was installed in a cleanroom environment, which is

not necessarily required.

As photoresist, we utilize IP-Dip by the same company. It is opti-

mized for small-scale dip-in laser lithography (DiLL) – which we

employ – where the objective of the fabrication device is submer-

ged in the resist. As substrate we use transparent glass slate made

out of fused silica, supplied by Nanoscribe as DiLL substrates. The

refractive indices of both the photoresist and the substrate are suf-

�ciently di�erent to allow the device to automatically detect the

interface between them for calibration purposes. After exposure,

we use a mr-Dev 600 developer by Micro Resist Technology GmbH

to remove all unpolymerized resist. After the �nal cleaning with

isopropanol (IPA), we use an Automegasamdri 916B Series C critical

point dryer by Tousimis Research Corporation to evaporate the IPA

without causing capillary forces that could damage our sample. Note

that this last step could potentially be replaced by direct evaporation

of the IPA or by a �nal bath in deionized (DI) water and its direct

evaporation.

We employed the following process steps:

(1) Rinse substrate with acetone, IPA, and DI water. Blow-dry

with nitrogen.

(2) Apply IP-Dip via drop casting and mount sample on holder.

(3) Insert holder into device and expose structure via DiLL, which

took 10-20 h for the samples shown in Figures 9 to 11.

(4) Remove holder from device and develop sample in developer

bath for 20min.

(5) Clean sample in IPA bath for ≥ 5min.

(6) Dry sample using the critical point dryer with default settings.

Afterwards, the sample is ready for use.

7 RESULTS

In this section, we present various nanostructures that were desig-

ned with the help of our method. We show both simulated coloriza-

tion as well as measurements of fabricated samples.

7.1 Implementation

We implemented our design system – including the NTFFT and the

adjoint method – largely in Python using SciPy [Jones et al. 01 ] and

NumPy [van der Walt et al. 2011] for all numeric computations inclu-

ding the rank-revealing QR (RRQR) decomposition and L-BFGS-B.

The color conversions are based on the python-colormath package

by Greg Taylor (see https://pypi.python.org/pypi/colormath/) while

automatic di�erentiation is performed with the autograd package

by Dougal Maclaurin, David Duvenaud, and Matthew Johnson (see

https://pypi.python.org/pypi/autograd). The FDTD method was im-

plemented using Meep [Oskooi et al. 2010], which provided subpixel

smoothing as well as the periodic and PML boundary conditions.

Unless explicitly stated otherwise, we used the following parame-

ters to generate our results: All design optimizations were initialized

using a set E of 1000 exemplars. The unit cell dimensions L = 5 µm

and H = 2 µm and the dimensions of the focus regionwQ = 400 nm

and hQ = 1 µm, whose dependency on our setting for laser po-

wer LP = 80% and scan speed ss = 3000 µms−1 has been thoroughly

investigated in previous work [Guney and Fedder 2016]. See the
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45°

90°

Fig. 6. Optimization results for a colorization of the normal viewing direction with incident D65 daylight from a 45° cone (top row) and a 90° cone (bo�om

row). For each row, the scene setup is illustrated (far le�) and six results are shown for the target colors red, green, blue, yellow, magenta, and cyan (le� to

right) of the sRGB gamut. For each result, one unit cell of the optimized and reinforced nanostructure is depicted. The three color boxes above each cell

indicate the target color of the colorization objective (le�), the simulated color of the exemplar – with which the optimization is initialized – (center), and the

simulated color of the nanostructure below (right).

22.5°

45°

Fig. 7. Optimization results for a colorization of the outgoing viewing directions in a 22.5° cone with incident D65 daylight from a 22.5° cone. The scene setup

is illustrated (far le�) and six results are shown for the target colors red, green, blue, yellow, magenta, and cyan (le� to right) of the sRGB gamut. For each

result, one unit cell of the optimized and reinforced nanostructure is depicted (bo�om) as well as its simulated colors (center) and the target colors of the

colorization objective (top) in a 45° cone. The directions outside the target specifications are not simulated and are le� white.

Nanoscribe control �le blueprint.gwl in the supplemental for de-

tails on the construction process of the sample shown in Figure 9.

As scene permittivities, we set ϵair = ϵ0 = 1.0, ϵstructure = 1.542ϵ0,

and ϵsubstrate = 1.462ϵ0, where we obtained the refractive indices

of the polymerized resist and the substrate from measurement by

Digaum [2016] and the substrate supplier.

We used an Intel® E5-1620 v4 workstation with 32GB system

memory to run our method. The average runtime of each optimi-

zation was (2.3 ± 1.3) h for the single-viewing-direction results of

Figure 6 and (6.0 ± 3.6) h for multiple viewing directions as shown

in Figures 7 and 8. Detailed statistics are given in the supplemen-

tal material. We used di�erent imaging modalities to investigate

our structures, such as electron microscopy (Figures 1, 9 and 10),

transmission bright�eld microscopy (Figures 1 and 12), and macrop-

hotography (Figures 9 to 11 and 13); details can be found in the

supplemental material.

7.2 Optimized Designs

We used our system to design nanostructures for di�erent illumi-

nation conditions and colorization objectives. Due to the limited

resolution of direct laser writing (DLW), we expect our structures to

exhibit a trade-o� between i) the range of viewing directions over

which we want to control the colorization; ii) how close the target

colors are reproduced; and iii) the size of the angular range under

which illumination is incident on the structure. In Section 7.2.1, we

limit the viewing angles to the normal direction and show optimized

nanostructures for various target colors and incident illumination.

Afterwards, in Section 7.2.2, we show results optimized for multi-

ple viewing directions. Accompanying numerical results in form of

color values and color di�erences can be found in the supplemental.

7.2.1 Normal Viewing Direction. By limiting the target color

speci�cation to only the normal viewing directions, we e�ectively

realize color �lters for wide-angle illuminations. For the extreme

case of only normally incident light, this would match the setting

of Nawrot et al. [2013], who fabricated regular pillar arrays. Since

we are interested in more realistic lighting conditions, we speci�ed

light to be incident from cones with both 45° and 90° opening angles

as shown in Figure 6 (top and bottom). We observed that for the

smaller opening angle, a wide range of colors can be realized. To

give an overview of the possible color gamut, we reproduce the
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Fig. 8. Optimization results for an asymmetric colorization of the outgoing

viewing directions with a scene specification as in Figure 7. Apart from

the target colors of the red-blue split (top), the unit cell (bo�om), and the

optimized colors (center bo�om), the simulated colors of the exemplar

– with which the optimization is initialized – is shown (center top). The

optimization results for three di�erent exemplar initializations are shown.

extremal colors of the sRGB color space as targets, i.e., red, green,

blue, yellow, magenta, and cyan.

Doubling the opening angles limits the nanostructures’ ability to

redirect selected spectral components away from the illuminated

region, which, in turn, signi�cantly reduces the color contrast while

the color hue of all targets is still maintained. Note that this setting

is the mirror image of the setting of Andkjær et al. [2013], who use a

single incident light direction but optimize re�ected structural color

over a wide angular range. Their results indicate that future techno-

logical advances of direct laser writing (DLW) in terms of resolution

and/or refractive index contrast would signi�cantly improve the

color contrast of our result.

A qualitative inspection of the structures shows that there is no

immediate intuitive relationship between the geometry of the na-

nostructure and the resulting color. This makes the manual design

of such freeform shapes extremely demanding and computational

assistance is indispensable. Furthermore, we can observe that a

brute-force search in the design space does not yield a useful na-

nostructure since we do this already during the exemplar-based

initialization of our optimization. As can be seen in the color pa-

tches above each structure in Figure 6, the simulated color of the

exemplar (center patch) is far from the target color (left patch).

Using gradient information during the optimization – as we do by

employing the adjoint state method – produces a much closer �t

(right patch) of the target color.

7.2.2 Wide-angle Viewing Directions. Designing nanostructures

that realize colorization for varying viewing directions can also be

achieved with our method. We show results for symmetric color

targets in Figure 7 as well as for an asymmetric target in Figure 8.

Using the same color samples as in Figure 6, we can see that our

method manages to reproduce the correct hue for all colors although

angular variations exist. These are caused by the di�ractive nature

of our periodic structures. Adding disorder to this otherwise perfect

tiling would smear out the colors and improve their stability over

the range of viewing directions; see Section 8 for details.

Fig. 9. Fabricated sample optimized for a yellow colorization of the normal

viewing direction. A photograph of the 1.5mm × 1.5mm sample is shown

(right) as well as a micrograph of the nanostructures of one 5 µm-long unit

cell (bo�om le�). See Figure 6 for a description of the illustration (top le�).

Fig. 10. Fabricated sample optimized for a cyan colorization of the normal

viewing direction. A photograph of the 1.85mm × 1.5mm sample is shown

(right) as well as a micrograph of the nanostructures of one 5 µm-long unit

cell (bo�om le�). See Figure 6 for a description of the illustration (top le�).

Since the in�uence of a nanostructure on the incident light va-

ries with the light’s wavelength, it is possible to redirect spectral

components of the incident light into di�erent directions. As shown

in Figure 8, we are able to design structures cause red and blue

colorization on di�erent sides of the surface normal.

In the same �gure, we also illustrate the e�ect of using di�erent

exemplars to initialize our optimization. By using gradient informa-

tion, we are able to improve the nanostructures such that the �nal

colorization (third row) matches the color targets (top row) much

closer than the initial exemplar colors (second row).

Our general experience is that a better initial guess also leads to

a better �nal result. This indicates that our colorization objective

function exhibits many local minima, whose treatment open the ave-

nue for interesting future research. At the same time, very di�erent

structure realize the same colorization objective, which indicates

a rich design space. For di�erent applications, it seems possible to

introduce further constraints to our optimization problem and still

obtain useful results.
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Fig. 11. Fabricated sample optimized for an asymmetric colorization of the

background. A photograph of the 1.5mm × 0.75mm sample shows that

varying the viewing angle from 10° (top) to −10° (bo�om) causes a color

shi� of the background from blue to red. See Figure 1 for additional details

on the sample.

7.3 Fabricated Samples

We fabricated several nanostructures that were designed and rein-

forced with our method using the setup described in Section 6.3. As

shown in Figures 9 and 10, colorization of the normal viewing di-

rection could be achieved for opposing colors (i.e., yellow and blue).

In Figures 1 and 11, spatially varying optical behavior across the

sample is shown by assigning di�erent optimized nanostructures to

the background and the teapot-shaped foreground. The background

was designed to exhibit a blue-red color split similar to Figure 8,

which can be observed under wide-angle illumination as shown in

Figure 11. The foreground was assigned a stable green color.

Our structures show superior angular colorization stability when

compared with simple phase grating structures [Nawrot et al. 2013]

that were shown to work well for normally incident light (see Fi-

gure 13). To match our 2D setting, we converted the original struc-

ture of Nawrot et al., which consisted of regularly spaced pillars

of uniform height, to parallel ‘walls’ of uniform height. The colori-

zation e�ect of these structures depend on their height and – to a

lesser degree – on the wall spacing. Their angular stability is similar

across their color gamut as is shown in Figure 13 (top row), where

the four patches were fabricated with 1.2 µm wall spacing and wall

heights of 1.1, 1.4, 1.7, and 2.0 µm.

For our fabricated samples, the angular viewing range under

which the colorization is preserved is up to 2.5 times larger (i.e.,≈ 40°

instead of ≈ 15°). Since transparent nanostructures redirect certain

spectral components of the incident light away from the direction

Fig. 12. Possible failure modes of direct laser writing (DLW). Airborne pollu-

tants such as dust particles cause local structure damage (le�). Insu�icient

structure reinforcement leads to a detachment of one or more lines during

development (center). Imprecise detection of the resist-substrate interface

results in diminished or exaggerated structure heights (right).

where they are unwanted, we expect them to show up at di�erent

viewing directions. Indeed, we can observe a color inversion for

oblique viewing angles where the colors of our fabricated samples

e�ectively switch as shown in Figure 13 (�rst and last column).

Simple phase gratings are less stable against this e�ect as well.

8 LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE WORK

We encountered an apparent fabrication de�ciency with our fabrica-

tion device (i.e., a Photonic Professional GT) that is not necessarily

related to using DLW in general. All our fabricated examples consist

of small 50 µm × 50 µm patches as described in Section 6.2. While

the colorization is uniform inside each patch, the colors between

di�erent patches may vary greatly although all their blueprints

are identical. Investigations with electron microscopy revealed that

although the structures of each patch had similar geometry, their

location relative to the substrate varied; see Figure 12 (right) for an

extreme case. This indicates that the interface �nder, which determi-

nes the location of the substrate surface, is inaccurate and – because

we calibrate the fabrication height for each patch independently –

this height inaccuracy manifest as varying colors throughout our

samples. Figure 12 list further fabrication issues.

We consider this work a �rst step in the computational freeform

design of structural colorizations and there are multiple avenues

for future research. Adding a certain degree of disorder to the na-

nostructures would reduce di�raction e�ects [Ghiradella 1991] with

one example being height randomizations [Johansen 2014]. Ho-

wever, printing thin pedestals with DLW is prone to deformation

due to shrinkage [Bauhofer et al. 2017]. Nonuniform line shapes

could be achieved by varying the laser power and/or the scan speed

across the structure, however extensive device calibrations would

be needed. General 3D structures are inherently supported by DLW

but a full 3D FDTD-based optimization is highly resource inten-

sive and a more tailored approach would be required. Using related

nanofabrication methods such as stimulated emission depletion

(STED) [Wollhofen et al. 2013] or nanoimprint lithography would

allow smaller feature size or faster fabrication. Altering the structure

material, adding pigmentations, or using re�ective substrates could

expand the range of optical e�ects as well.

9 CONCLUSIONS

In this work, we combined computational design methods with addi-

tivemanufacturing at the nanoscale to create structural colorizations
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Fig. 13. Superior angular stability of our samples (see Figures 9 and 10) when compared to regular phase gratings in the form of parallel fences [Nawrot et al.

2013] (top row). Apart from the normal viewing direction (center column), the onset angle of discolorizations (center le� and right), as well as the onset angle

of color inversion (far le� and right) is shown. Both our samples (center and bo�om row) maintain their intended colorization up to higher viewing angles

than simple grating structures.

of surfaces. We integrated electromagnetic FDTD simulations into

a gradient-based optimization framework using the adjoint state

method and presented a novel signal reconstruction method to re-

duce its memory requirements. With a structure parameterization

that inherently adheres to fabrication constraints, we are able to

design nanostructures that realize a wide range of colorizations

under di�erent illumination conditions. We successfully fabricated

several structures using DLW and veri�ed their optical behavior

with various measurements.
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A SIGNAL RECONSTRUCTION

We are free to record the time-varying complex �elds E(x, t) and/or
H(x, t) at any location x in the simulation domain and for the re-

mainder of this section, we will take Ez (t) as a representative �eld
component. Since we use polychromatic sources, we know that

Ez (t) =
∑
f ∈f Ez (f ) e−iωt with f = (f1, . . . , fNf

) denoting the Nf -

many frequencies of the monochromatic source components. By

recording Ez (t) during a time interval T after the transient phase,

we get a sequence s of NT = ⌊T /∆t⌋ temporal samples, i.e.,

s =
(
Ez (0),Ez (∆t), . . . ,Ez (NT ∆t)

)
.

For the subsequent NTFFT, we are interested in obtaining the

per-frequency phasor quantities

c =
(
Ez (f1), . . . ,Ez (fNf

)
)

from s, i.e., we would like to solve the reconstruction problem

s = cV with Vjk = e−2π i fj (k−1)∆t

for c. For short recording times, the VandermondematrixV is (nume-

rically) rank-de�cient and ill-conditioned, due to the tight spacing

of the individual modes Vj2 on the complex unit circle [Bazán 2000].
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Fig. 14. Signal reconstruction. This is achieved by selecting a subsetW of

columns from V. For Nf = 29 visible light frequencies, ≈ 2200 time steps

need to be simulated such that Nf sample times can be found that enable

a full-rank reconstruction with condition number κ(W) < κmax = 10. See

the text for details on how to obtain W.

This can be alleviated by recording a su�cient amount of time

steps NT ≫ Nf ; however, this leads to huge memory demands for

data storage. It would be very convenient if reconstruction from

only a few recorded time steps were possible. This constitutes a

column subset selection problem on V, where we search for a full-

rank well-conditioned matrix W that consists of a minimal amount

of columns of V. A solution to this problem can be found with the

use of rank-revealing QR decomposition (RRQR) [Gu and Eisenstat

1996], by decomposing V into

V
︸︷︷︸

Nf ×NT

NT ×NT
︷︸︸︷
P = Q

︸︷︷︸

Nf ×Nf

Nf ×NT
︷︸︸︷
R with upper triangular R and Q⊺Q = 1,

where the permutation matrix P reorders the columns of V such

that the left-most columns have the largest contribution to the

orthogonal basis Q. This makes the �rst Nf columns of VP a good

choice for W because it preserves the rank of V and has a similar

condition number κ(W) as V [Gu and Eisenstat 1996]. Note that this

choice reduces the storage requirement from O(NT ) to O(Nf ), i.e.,
two orders of magnitude in our setting.

We are left with the task of determining the required amount of

time samples NT – a number that we want to keep as low as possible

to reduce the simulation time T = NT ∆t after the transient phase.

By setting an upper bound κmax = 10 on the permissible condition

number, we obtain the desired sample count as a solution to

minNT s.t. rank(W) = Nf and κ(W) ≤ κmax.

We solve this objective using binary search since κ(V) decreases
monotonously with NT once it has reached full rank (see Figure 14).

Note that spectral culling as described in the supplemental material

leads to simulations with varying numbers of frequencies Nf . We

simply precompute a minimal recording time interval T and the

corresponding column selectionW for each of them.
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